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Florida Reviewer Guide

Reasons to Choose HMH Into Reading Florida

Cultural Relevance and Engagement to Ignite Whole-Class Instruction

100% Alignment to Florida B.E.S.T. Standards

High-Stakes Test Preparation Embedded in Daily Instruction 

Comprehensive Assessments and Test Preparation Workbook

Foundational Skill Instruction Based on the Science of Reading

Teaching Reading with Trade Literature and a Spiraling Approach to Instruction

Writing Instruction with Writing Process

Source-Based Writing Instruction

Differentiation for All Learners
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Use this guide, along with your online Florida Sampler login credentials,  
to make the most of your review of HMH Into Reading® Florida.

WATCH VIDEO

OR CLICK HERE

SCAN ME

https://players.brightcove.net/2129788612001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6213454569001
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OR CLICK HERE

Into Reading Florida was designed to ensure all students see themselves in the literature  
they are reading. HMH is dedicated to creating relevant, respectful, and meaningful content  
that reflects our diverse world. Into Reading features: 

l  Diverse authors and literature selections that represent people from various ethnic backgrounds 
and environments, avoiding stereotypes.

l  A classroom community that values all students’ voices.

l  Discussion prompts in the Teaching Pal that support teachers in guiding class discussions about a text.

l  A diverse set of characters and storylines, as well as exposure to real-world applications, are 
introduced to students with support from Waggle®.

Cultural Relevance and Engagement  
to Ignite Whole-Class Instruction
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Community and
Diversity

The people around
US make up our

community.

Who is in my
community?

All people
have rights.

How can I make sure
people around me have

what they need?

Everyone
deserves respect.

How can I care for and
respect others in my

local and global
community?

Individual
differences make life

interesting!

In what ways might
people be
different?

All people need
similar things to

thrive.

What needs, wants,
or feelings might we

all have?

Cite Text 
Evidence Write a Response

PROMPT

Respond to the Text In Rent Party Jazz, you read about how Smilin’ Jack and 

members of the community come together to help Sonny and his family. What 

was the challenge that Sonny and his family faced? How did Sonny and his 

community come together to overcome the challenge? Cite evidence from the 

text to support your response. Try to use some of the Critical Vocabulary in your 

writing.

EVIDENCE

List details from Rent Party Jazz that show how Sonny and his 
community overcome the challenge.

182
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Write About Reading
• Read aloud the prompt with 

students.

• Lead a discussion in which 

students share their ideas about the 

challenge Sonny’s family faced. Tell 

students to use text evidence to 

support their ideas.

• Then read aloud the Evidence 

section. Have students use ideas 

from the text in their notes.

DOK 3

182 Module 3

ELA.K12.EE.1.1, ELA.K12.EE.4.1
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by William Miller
illustrated by Charlotte Riley-Webb

myNotes
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  READ FOR UNDERSTANDING

Set a Purpose
• Have students look at the first 

several pages of the selection to 

note some of the characters in the 

illustrations and how the art shows 

their personalities. 

• Guide students to set a purpose 

for reading. Discuss with them what 

they think this selection will be 

about.

DOK 2

  VOCABULARY STRATEGY

Multiple-Meaning Words
• mean (page 173)

• plain (page 175) 

 SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL 
LEARNING

Relationship Skills
Reinforce the key messages about 

relationship skills by discussing 

these questions after reading the text.

ASK: How did Sonny’s relationships 
with his community affect the 
success of the rent party? How are 
relationship skills important when 
dealing with challenges?

Rise to the Occasion 167

ELA.4.V.1.3
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REVIEWER QUICK TIP: See pages 
120–121 in the Program Guide 
to review Creating a Culturally 
Responsive Environment.

Cite Text 
Evidence Write a Response

PROMPT

Respond to the Text In Rent Party Jazz, you read about how Smilin’ Jack and 

members of the community come together to help Sonny and his family. What 

was the challenge that Sonny and his family faced? How did Sonny and his 

community come together to overcome the challenge? Cite evidence from the 

text to support your response. Try to use some of the Critical Vocabulary in your 

writing.

EVIDENCE

List details from Rent Party Jazz that show how Sonny and his 
community overcome the challenge.
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Write About Reading
• Read aloud the prompt with 

students.

• Lead a discussion in which 

students share their ideas about the 

challenge Sonny’s family faced. Tell 

students to use text evidence to 

support their ideas.

• Then read aloud the Evidence 

section. Have students use ideas 

from the text in their notes.

DOK 3

182 Module 3

ELA.K12.EE.1.1, ELA.K12.EE.4.1
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by William Miller
illustrated by Charlotte Riley-Webb

myNotes
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  READ FOR UNDERSTANDING
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several pages of the selection to 

note some of the characters in the 

illustrations and how the art shows 

their personalities. 

• Guide students to set a purpose 

for reading. Discuss with them what 

they think this selection will be 

about.
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  VOCABULARY STRATEGY

Multiple-Meaning Words
• mean (page 173)

• plain (page 175) 

 SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL 
LEARNING

Relationship Skills
Reinforce the key messages about 

relationship skills by discussing 

these questions after reading the text.
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with his community affect the 
success of the rent party? How are 
relationship skills important when 
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Teaching Pal, Grade 4, Module 3, page 182

Anchor Charts: Social and  
Emotional Learning, Grade 4

Teaching Pal, Grade 4, Module 3

Teaching Pal, Grade 4,  
Module 3, page 167

WATCH VIDEO

SCAN ME

https://players.brightcove.net/2129788612001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6222485777001
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WORDS BY

TROY  
“TROMBONE SHORTY”  

ANDREWS
PICTURES BY

BRYAN COLLIER
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by Rukhsana Khan

illustrated by 
Sophie Blackall

BiG RED LoLLiPoP
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Placeholder
HEADER  TK text Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas 

minum idia serum facium. 

• Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum 
facium con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

• Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum 
facium con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

• Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum 
facium con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

HEADER  As you read, Eptium reruptinis 
im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum facium 
con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

Build Background:
TK

TEKS 4.xx
TEKS 4.xx

CRITICAL  
VOCABULARY

lorem

ipsum 

dolor

sit

amet

by Jorge Argueta

illustrations  
by Elizabeth Gómez

A Movie in
My Pillow 

146 147

by Jerry Pinkney
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by Louise Erdrich   illustrated by Paolo Domeniconi

myNotes

139
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by JERDINE NOLEN  illustrated by KADIR NELSON

myNotes
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MR. LINDEN’S 
LIBRARY

BY WALTER DEAN MYERS ILLUSTRATED BY IVAN KRAVETZ
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MarisolMarisol
McDonaldMcDonald

Monica BrownStory by

Sara Palacios

Illustrations by

Doesn’tDoesn’t
MatchMatch

myNotes

17
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Relevance 
Matters

Relevance Matters: Culturally 
Responsive Teaching in the 
ELA Classroom
by Tyrone C. Howard

As educators, we want students who are excited to learn and engaged in the work. 
But many students are disconnected, turned off to education because they don’t 
see school as related to who they are and the world they inhabit. That’s where 
culturally responsive teaching comes in. It’s an approach that uses the experiences 
and strengths of a diverse student body to make school more relevant, and it’s 
backed by research that shows that people learn most successfully when new 
information is linked to what they already know. 

The concept of culturally responsive teaching was introduced by education scholar 
Gloria Ladson-Billings and built upon by author and educator Geneva Gay. It 
incorporates attributes and knowledge from each student’s cultural background 
into instructional strategies and curricula in order to improve educational 
outcomes. A key element is a learning environment that values the strengths 
students bring into classrooms, rather than focusing on deficits. Students are 
encouraged to use familiar ways of speaking, thinking, knowing, and analyzing in 
order to learn new content and ideas.

By creating a conducive learning environment, offering relevant content, and 
following best practices in your pedagogy, you can help students make connections 
between their lives in the world and their lives at school that will increase their 
engagement and improve outcomes.

“Culturally responsive pedagogy is situated in a 
framework that recognizes the rich and varied 
cultural wealth, knowledge, and skills that diverse 
students bring to schools, and seeks to develop 
dynamic teaching practices, multicultural content, 
multiple means of assessment, and a philosophical 
view of teaching that is dedicated to nurturing 
students’ academic, social, emotional, cultural, 
psychological, and physiological well-being.”

—From Why Race and Culture Matter in Schools: Closing the 
Achievement Gap in America’s Classrooms, by Tyrone C. Howard 
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Our approach to culturally responsive teaching was  
guided by program author Dr. Tyrone Howard.

Mr. Linden’s Library by Walter 
Dean Myers, Grade 5

Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match 
by Monica Brown, Grade 3

Trombone Shorty by Troy 
Andrews, Grade 2

The Grasshopper & the Ants 
by Jerry Pinkney, Grade 1

A Bucket of Blessings  
by Kabir Sehgal, Grade K

Big Red Lollipop by Rukhsana 
Khan, Grade 2

A Movie in My Pillow by Jorge 
Argueta, Grade 5

Thunder Rose by Jerdine 
Nolen, Grade 4

Dear Primo: A Letter to My Cousin 
by Duncan Tonatiuh, Grade 3

The Game of Silence by Louise 
Erdrich, Grade 4

I Am René, the Boy by René 
Colato Laínez, Grade K

New Kid by Jerry Craft
Grade 6, Unit 2, p. 141

Cultural Relevance and Engagement to  
Ignite Whole-Class Instruction (continued)
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The HMH Into Reading Florida Program 
Guide provides key program information 
including a program tour, the instructional 
approach of each literacy strand, and 
assessment information.

HMH Into Reading Florida was designed to support educators in confidently  
teaching all of the new standards. As you review the program, notice:

100% Alignment to Florida B.E.S.T. Standards

 

FLORIDA

GET YOUR B.E.S.T. START

1-2 
Grades

Program Guide

The Florida B.E.S.T. Lesson and Resource 
Finder provides an easy, at-a-glance 
view of the B.E.S.T. standards alongside 
a curated set of program resources that 
address each standard. 

1
Grade

  B.E.S.T. Standards

Lesson and  
Resource Finder

HMH Into Reading has received an all green EdReports  
review, which illustrates the rigor of the program and its 
alignment with the latest scientific research. 
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REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Click on Reviewer Resources to see 
B.E.S.T. Standards correlations across all grade levels, plus a 
quick video to help you navigate resources on the Ed platform.  

The HMH Into Reading B.E.S.T. Standards Correlations include 
direct links to B.E.S.T. Standards coverage for each grade (also 
accesible here).

REVIEWER QUICK TIP:  Use the search tool to quickly locate the 
HMH Into Reading Florida Scope and Sequence, which provides 
an easy-to-read overview of skills covered in each grade level.
   

100% Alignment to Florida  
B.E.S.T. Standards (continued)

OR CLICK HERE

WATCH VIDEO

SCAN ME

https://players.brightcove.net/2129788612001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6222805904001
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The Teaching Pal component contains question stems and text-based questions found on high-stakes 
assessments.

Into Reading was developed to organically prepare students for high-stakes assessments through 
rigorous standards-aligned instruction and activities.

High-Stakes Test Preparation Embedded 
in Daily Instruction

Computers first came into practical 

use in the mid-1900s. However, for 

many years, there was no way to link 

computers together to allow the 

sharing of information among them. 

Over the second half of the 1900s, 

the emergence of the Internet 

became one of the most important 

breakthroughs in the history 

of communication.

In the 1960s, the United States 

government’s Department of 

Defense developed a network 

(interconnected system) of military 

and government computers. The 

network was intended to protect the 

information on those computers in 

37

38

case of a war or disaster. Soon, 

universities, corporations, and other 

organizations developed their own 

computer networks. Eventually, 

these networks joined with the 

government network to form the 

Internet. The word Internet means an 

interconnected network of networks.

The Internet

myNotes

316
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 TARGETED CLOSE READ

Central Idea
Have students reread paragraphs 

37–39 to identify the central idea and 

supporting details in this section.

What is the central idea of the 
section "The Internet"?  

(One of the most important 

breakthroughs in the history of 

communication was the emergence of 

the Internet.)

What relevant details support this 
idea? (For the first time, computers 

could be linked together to share 

information through networks. The 

Internet, or Web, allows people to 

access a large range of information 

including documents, illustrations, 

sounds, and moving pictures.)

ANNOTATION TIP: Have students 

highlight details that support the 

central idea.

DOK 2

316 Module 10

ELA.K12.EE.1.1, ELA.4.R.2.2, 
ELA.4.R.3.2.b
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The wider application, or use, of 

the Internet began in 1991. That 

year, a British computer scientist 

named Tim Berners-Lee developed 

the World Wide Web. The Web is 

made up of electronic addresses 

called Web sites, which contain Web 

pages that hold information. People 

can use the Web to access, or get to, 

an enormous range of documents, 

illustrations, sounds, and moving 

pictures. In many ways, the Web 

resembles a vast library of 

interconnected information. 

Programs called search engines help 

people sort through this huge 

amount of information to find what 

they want.

39

High-speed cables, cellular towers, 
and satellites can be used to connect 
a computer to the Internet.

myNotes

317
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  READ FOR UNDERSTANDING

Monitor and Clarify
Remind students that as they read, 

it is important to monitor and clarify 

key information in each paragraph to 

make sure they understand what the 

author is saying. Have students 

monitor and clarify the information 

using text evidence presented in 

paragraph 39.

DOK 2

3 Big Questions
• Have students explain why they 

might use the 3 big questions 

strategy on page 317. (to focus on 

key information; to confirm what I 

already know; to identify surprising 

information)

ANNOTATION TIP: Have students 

highlight what the author assumes 

they already know.

• Have students reflect on the 

Anchor Questions: What surprised 

me? What did the author think I 

already knew? What challenged, 

changed, or confirmed what I already 

knew? and add to their notes.

DOK 3

NoteNotice &&

Communication Nation 317

ELA.K12.EE.1.1

ELA.K12.EE.1.1, ELA.K12.EE.3.1
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Computers first came into practical 

use in the mid-1900s. However, for 

many years, there was no way to link 

computers together to allow the 

sharing of information among them. 

Over the second half of the 1900s, 

the emergence of the Internet 

became one of the most important 

breakthroughs in the history 

of communication.

In the 1960s, the United States 

government’s Department of 

Defense developed a network 

(interconnected system) of military 

and government computers. The 

network was intended to protect the 

information on those computers in 

37

38

case of a war or disaster. Soon, 

universities, corporations, and other 

organizations developed their own 

computer networks. Eventually, 

these networks joined with the 

government network to form the 

Internet. The word Internet means an 

interconnected network of networks.
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myNotes
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 TARGETED CLOSE READ

Central Idea
Have students reread paragraphs 

37–39 to identify the central idea and 

supporting details in this section.

What is the central idea of the 
section "The Internet"?  

(One of the most important 

breakthroughs in the history of 

communication was the emergence of 

the Internet.)

What relevant details support this 
idea? (For the first time, computers 

could be linked together to share 

information through networks. The 

Internet, or Web, allows people to 

access a large range of information 

including documents, illustrations, 

sounds, and moving pictures.)

ANNOTATION TIP: Have students 

highlight details that support the 

central idea.
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316 Module 10
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Teaching Pal, Grade 4, Module 10

Teaching Pal, Grade 2, Module 1, Week 1

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Find 
teaching support notes in 
the online Teaching Pal using 
the search feature to quickly 
access your Teaching Pal 
or by clicking on Teacher 
Resources in your Discover 
tab’s Resources section 
and filtering components to 
Teaching Pal. Then select a 
lesson and click on the Notes 
icon in the upper right or look 
for mortarboard icons on the 
right edge of your screen.
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Into Reading includes extensive practice with writing 
to sources in the student myBook, both within lessons 
and the module Performance Tasks.

Performance 
Task

Be sure your expository essay

�� provides an introduction that states the topic clearly.

�� supports each central idea with facts, details, and 

examples from the texts.

�� groups related information into paragraphs.

�� uses transition words and phrases, such as also, in 

addition, but, and however.

�� has a conclusion that sums up the information.

Essential Question

What makes Earth’s natural wonders 
exciting and unique?

Write an Expository Essay
PROMPT Think about what you learned about natural wonders in this module. 

How would you describe each one? What makes these natural wonders exciting 

and unique? Use evidence from the texts in this module to write an expository 

essay about what makes Earth’s natural wonders exciting and unique. Use some 

of the vocabulary words from the module in your writing.

70
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PREWRITE  Map your ideas.

Think about the natural wonders you read about in this module. What makes 

them exciting and unique? Why? Use the sentence frames below to plan  

your writing.

________________________ is exciting and unique because ________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________.

________________________ is exciting and unique because ________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________.

________________________ is exciting and unique because ________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________.

71
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High-Stakes Test Preparation Embedded 
in Daily Instruction (continued)

myBook, Grade 4,  
Module 6, p. 70-71

Secure item test banks, aligned 
to standards, will be provided for 
district use upon request.
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Into Reading has a comprehensive suite of online 
assessments that can be customized to support 
students who need accommodations.

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Look inside the 
Program Guide for a quick overview of 
all program assessments including skills 
assessed and administration details.

Comprehensive Assessments  
and Test Preparation Workbook

The Florida Assessment Preparation 
workbook provides extra practice to 

prepare students for state testing.  

When the FSA changes, HMH 
commits to updating our support  
to align to the new test blueprint.

Browse the chart for an overview of HMH Into Reading and  
HMH ¡Arriba la Lectura! assessments. 

Assessments at a Glance

Assessment Purpose Skills Assessed Benefits

Growth 
Measure

Benchmark Assessment

• Monitor students’ comprehension of 
complex texts (Grades 2–5)

• Identify each student’s Lexile® range

• Measure growth within and across 
grade levels 

• Reading comprehension and language 
(Grades 2–5)

• Adaptive assessment with automatic scoring 
provides timely insights into student 
proficiency

• Measures reading comprehension on the 
Lexile® Framework for Reading

• Reports growth at the student, class, grade, 
school, and district level

• Results directly place students into relevant 
practice in Waggle®

Module  
Assessments 

Formative/Summative 
Assessment

• Assess understanding of major reading 
and writing skills in each module 

• Assess major foundational skills in each 
module (Grades K–1) 

• Program skills taught in the  
current module 

 » Reading

 » Writing

 » Foundational skills (Grades K–1)  

 » Vocabulary

• Determines whether students are mastering 
skills taught in each module 

• Helps to pinpoint lessons for reteaching or  
challenge lessons 

• Provides practice with test-taking strategies 

• Reading passages vary in genre, context,  
and length 

• Writing prompts vary with each assessment

• Answer Keys document DOK level

Weekly  
Assessments

Formative Assessment

• Monitor students’ understanding of 
key skills taught each week 

• Determine small-group placement  
and the need to reteach skills from  
the week’s lessons

• Generate grades on a regular schedule 
to report to parents

• Program skills taught during the week 

 » Vocabulary

 » Comprehension

 » Grammar

 » Foundational skills (Grades K–1)  

• Helps determine mastery of weekly skills 

• Question format includes multiple choice,  
tech-enhanced, and constructed-response 
items 

• Answer Keys document DOK level

Selection 
Quizzes

Formative Assessment

• Assess comprehension of myBook texts 
(Grades 1–5) 

• Comprehension of myBook texts • Using the group tool, students are grouped 
accordingly based on need

Leveled Readers  
Running Records

Formative Assessment

• Record a student’s reading behaviors 
and understanding to provide targeted 
instruction (Grades K–2) 

• Oral reading fluency: provides a 
passage to read and a place to record 
errors and self-corrections

• Running records track fluency and support  
the observation of reading behaviors such  
as repetition, self-corrections, omissions, 
substitutions, and insertions 

• Identifies strengths and weaknesses 

• Can ask students to do a retelling to get 
information about sequence and key ideas

86 Florida Program Guide • Grades 3–5
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ASSESSMENT AND DIFFERENTIATION

How to Access and Administer When to Administer/Length

• Three times a year  
(fall, winter, and spring) 

• Nontimed assessment 

Grades K–1 inventory to individually assess 
foundational skills in each module is available  
as a PDF

• At the end of each module 

• Approximately 20 items  
per test

Can be administered as a whole test  
or used in sections, depending on need 

In Kindergarten, comprehension is tested 
through Listening Comprehension

• At the end  
of each week 

• 36 tests 

• Approximately 10 items  
per test

• After the first read  
of each selection 

• 40 quizzes per grade

• 5 items per quiz 

Varies

Assessment Purpose Skills Assessed Benefits

Growth 
Measure

Benchmark Assessment

• Monitor students’ comprehension of 
complex texts (Grades 2–5)

• Identify each student’s Lexile® range

• Measure growth within and across 
grade levels 

• Reading comprehension and language 
(Grades 2–5)

• Adaptive assessment with automatic scoring 
provides timely insights into student 
proficiency

• Measures reading comprehension on the 
Lexile® Framework for Reading

• Reports growth at the student, class, grade, 
school, and district level

• Results directly place students into relevant 
practice in Waggle®

Module  
Assessments 

Formative/Summative 
Assessment

• Assess understanding of major reading 
and writing skills in each module 

• Assess major foundational skills in each 
module (Grades K–1) 

• Program skills taught in the  
current module 

 » Reading

 » Writing

 » Foundational skills (Grades K–1)  

 » Vocabulary

• Determines whether students are mastering 
skills taught in each module 

• Helps to pinpoint lessons for reteaching or  
challenge lessons 

• Provides practice with test-taking strategies 

• Reading passages vary in genre, context,  
and length 

• Writing prompts vary with each assessment

• Answer Keys document DOK level

Weekly  
Assessments

Formative Assessment

• Monitor students’ understanding of 
key skills taught each week 

• Determine small-group placement  
and the need to reteach skills from  
the week’s lessons

• Generate grades on a regular schedule 
to report to parents

• Program skills taught during the week 

 » Vocabulary

 » Comprehension

 » Grammar

 » Foundational skills (Grades K–1)  

• Helps determine mastery of weekly skills 

• Question format includes multiple choice,  
tech-enhanced, and constructed-response 
items 

• Answer Keys document DOK level

Selection 
Quizzes

Formative Assessment

• Assess comprehension of myBook texts 
(Grades 1–5) 

• Comprehension of myBook texts • Using the group tool, students are grouped 
accordingly based on need

Leveled Readers  
Running Records

Formative Assessment

• Record a student’s reading behaviors 
and understanding to provide targeted 
instruction (Grades K–2) 

• Oral reading fluency: provides a 
passage to read and a place to record 
errors and self-corrections

• Running records track fluency and support  
the observation of reading behaviors such  
as repetition, self-corrections, omissions, 
substitutions, and insertions 

• Identifies strengths and weaknesses 

• Can ask students to do a retelling to get 
information about sequence and key ideas

Online

Group administered

20–30 minutes

30–60 minutes

15–25 minutes

5–10 minutes

10–20 minutes

Online or printable PDF

Group administered

Online or printable PDF

Group administered

Online or printable PDF

Group administered

Individually administered

Printable PDF

FIND OUT MORE  on the other pages of this section.

87Assessment and Differentiation
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LV 3 1724871

Grade 3 ★ Assessment practice 
in reading, writing, 
revising, and editing

Texas
Assessment
Preparation

Florida 
Assessment 
Preparation

3
Grade

Online Module Assessment, Grade 4

OR CLICK HERE

WATCH VIDEO

SCAN ME

https://players.brightcove.net/2129788612001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6222615994001
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Into Reading includes explicit, systematic instruction for foundational skills. Following a gradual release  
of responsibility model, the program engages and motivates students to master the foundations through 
learning opportunities and activities they will enjoy, including digital independent practice. 

Foundational Skills Instruction Based  
on the Science of Reading

Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Phonological Awareness
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Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Phonics

m e n

m e n

m e n

1.

2.

3.

Let’s 
Blend!
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Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Spelling

web

yet pen

wet

tub

bug

Let’s Sort!
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Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Handwriting

Let’s Write!
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Phonological Awareness lessons include phoneme identity, 
blending, segmenting, deletion, and manipulation as well as 
attention to onset-rime, alliteration, and rhyme. The teacher 
explains and models the skill before students give it a try. 
Lessons have an emphasis on word play and exploration.

Sequence of Phonics instruction progresses from easier 
to harder and from most useful to less useful. Students 
apply their phonics knowledge immediately to engaging 
decodable texts called Start Right Readers. 

Spelling instruction is connected to Phonics and is taught 
using the popular hands-on word sorting model from  
Words Their Way.

Practice materials for Handwriting are available for three 
penmanship styles (manuscript printing, continuous stroke, 
and cursive for Grade 2 and up), and are connected to the 
Spelling instruction.

High-Frequency Words include both non-decodable and 
decodable words. Game-like practice routines and activity 
pages in the Start Right Readers engage students in practice 
to boost fluency.

Daily Show and Teach Slides,  
Grade 1, Module 3, Lesson 1
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READ 
TOGETHER

Long o Picture Hunt
Which of these words name pictures in 

the  story?

bow boat goal

coat bowl toast

show goat oatmeal

Make a list of pictures you find.  Can you 

find more than 4 things?

Compare lists with a partner.  Did you find 

the same things?

107

“Eat your oatmeal, Luke,” said Rose.  

“Mom is going to shop.  She said we can 

go along.”

“I don’t like to shop,” groaned Luke.  

“It’s not fun!” 

“It will be fun.  Just wait,” said Rose.

by Christina Wilsdon
illustrated by Fabiana Faiallo

Will It Be Fun?

101

Start Right Reader Start Right Reader Activity

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Select Daily Show  
and Teach Slides to view daily PowerPoint® 
lessons for teaching foundational skills.

Foundational Skills Instruction Based  
on the Science of Reading (Continued)
Students practice their fluency skills with engaging decodable books called Start Right Readers.
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The ultimate goal of reading is to comprehend and build knowledge. Therefore, Into Reading’s 
approach is to focus on skills and strategies that best support the specific text that students are 
reading. By continually spiraling through skills that are in service of texts, rather than texts being 
in service of a weekly skill, students gradually learn to draw from many skills and strategies to 
comprehend what they read. Throughout the year, texts increase in complexity, so students are 
applying the same grade-level appropriate skill to increasingly more complex text.  

Central Idea 
ELA.4.R.2.2
Explain how relevant details 
support the central idea, 
implied or explicit.

Teaching Reading with Trade Literature  
and a Spiraling Approach to Instruction

Module 1 – The Story of You

Module 2 – What are the Five Senses?

Module 5 – How can Photos Take Us Back in Time?

Module 6 – The Mariana Trench

Module 7 – A Tale of Traditional Tales

Module 8 – Bug Bites

Module 10 – The History of Communication; Dolphin Dinner

Only the best trade literature was selected 
to use as a springboard for reading skill 
instruction. Dare to compare the quality  
and quantity of text in the hands of  
students throughout the school year.

5 64

LANGUAGE ARTS SOCIAL STUDIES SCIENCE

LITERATURE RESOURCES

Heroic
Feats

Art
Everywhere

Marvels of
Nature

What makes someone a hero?
How far can your
talents take you?

What makes Earth’s natural
wonders exciting and unique?

Goals The Arts Earth’s Natural Wonders

Responsible  
Decision-Making

Social Awareness Self-Awareness

WEEK 1
• Everyday Heroes
• Who’s a Hero?
• Mack and the Hidden Tree House
• Prince Charming Misplaces His Bride
• Love Will See You Through

WEEK 2
• Smokejumpers to the Rescue!
• Perseus and the Fall of Medusa

WEEK 3
• St. Augustine: A Story of America

WEEK 1
• Art for All
• Why Art Centers Matter
• Carmen Lomas Garza: Bringing  

Memories to Life
• The Beatles Were Fab (and They  

Were Funny)
• Mr. Ferris and His Wheel

WEEK 2
• How Can Photos Take Us Back in Time?
• Let’s Dance Around the World

WEEK 3
• The Art of Poetry

WEEK 1
• Amazing Planet Earth
• Seven Natural Wonders
• Incredible Waterfalls
• Mariana Trench
• Exploring Challenger Deep
• Coral Reefs

WEEK 2
• Weird and Wondrous Rocks
• Nature’s Wonders: Poetry About  

Our Amazing Earth 

WEEK 3
• Grand Canyon: A Trail Through Time

Story Expository Essay Letter

151Literature Resources
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Module Topics and Text Sets

See the ¡Arriba la 
Lectura! section for  
a complete list of 
culturally relevant  
and authentic texts.

What Makes Us
Who We Are?

Come to
Your Senses

Rise to the
Occasion

ESSENTIAL QUESTION
How do your experiences
help shape your identity?

How do people and  
animals use their senses 

to navigate the world?

What does it take to
meet a challenge?

CROSS-CURRICULAR 
CONNECTION Personal Experiences The Five Senses Challenges

SOCIAL AND  
EMOTIONAL
LEARNING

Self-Awareness Social Awareness Relationship Skills

TEXT SETS WEEK 1
• Life
• The Story of You
• Michael’s Melody
• Flora & Ulysses: The  

Illuminated Adventures
• La Mariposa

WEEK 2
• Yes! We Are Latinos
• The Year of the Rat

WEEK 3
• Kitoto the Mighty

WEEK 1
• Super Senses
• What Are the Five Senses?
• The Man Who Climbed Everest
• The Science Behind Sight
• Apex Predators

WEEK 2
• Animal Senses
• Blind Ambition

WEEK 3
• The Game of Silence

WEEK 1
• Rise Up
• Never Give Up!
• Ellen Ochoa
• Rent Party Jazz
• The Kite Fighters

WEEK 2
• Hurricanes: A Force of Nature
• Catch Me If You Can

WEEK 3
• My Diary from Here to There

WRITING FORM Personal Narrative Description Opinion Essay

Grade 4

150 Florida Program Guide • Grades 3–5
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REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Look in the FL 
B.E.S.T. Standards Lesson and Resource 
Finder to see all FL standards. Direct links 
will quickly take you to Teacher’s Guide 

lesson pages to view the instruction.

The Program Guide provides an at-a-
glance view of all Modules topics and 

text in the Literature Resources section. 

Anchor Chart 17: Central Idea and Details, Grade 4
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HMH Into Reading Florida provides ample opportunity for students to hone their writing craft by developing 
a deep understanding of the stages in the writing process and expressing their ideas and thoughts.

Writer’s Workshop focuses on minilessons that teach the writing  
process–prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing.

• Each writing module features a mentor text connected to the module theme.  

• Students are given a writing prompt that further supports building topic knowledge  
and exposes students to a writing mode through an explicit stepped out process.  

• Students work through the complete writing process on one piece of writing over the course  
of the 3-week module.

Writing Instruction with Writing Process 
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Before you write. . .T.A.P.

  ask:
What is the topic, 

prompt, or assignment?

To entertain
. . . as in a story or personal narrative

To inform
. . . as in a research paper or response 
to reading

To persuade
. . . as in a letter to the editor or 
opinion essay

To request information
. . . as in a letter

To express how you feel
. . . as in a journal or poem

  udience:
Who am I writing 

this for?

  urpose:
Why am I 

writing this?

T A P
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Parts of an Argument

Students should help plan 
the cafeteria menu. Evidence:

examples and ideas
supporting the claim

They will learn about budgets 
and food choices.

Rebuttal:
reasons why the

counterclaim is wrong

Students can help before
or after school.

Conclusion:
restates the claim

and makes a call to action

Students helping to plan 
the cafeteria menu is 

a good idea.

Counterclaim:
the argument

against the claim

Some think that letting students 
help will take up class time.

Claim:
your main
argument
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Revising Checklist
Improve sentence structure and word choice!

Add sentences.

My bike is red. It has 
red wheels.

Remove unnecessary 
words or sentences.

The blue whale is the 
largest, biggest mammal 
in the whole entire world.

Some frogs have 
poison on their skin.

Many animals use 
poison to hunt or 
stay safe.

Change words to make 
them clear, specific, 

and interesting.

Pizza is good chewy 
and delicious.

Rearrange words 
or sentences.

Writing Workshop Teacher Guide, Grade 4, Module 5

Anchor Charts, Grade 4

OR CLICK HERE

WATCH VIDEO

SCAN ME

https://www.brainshark.com/trainandcoach/vu?pi=zK6zr0pduzeixuz0
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Source-Based Writing Instruction
• Students apply writing process skills learned in the Writing Workshop lessons to end of 

module Performance Tasks.

• The Teacher’s Guide features robust, supportive instruction for teachers to guide students 
in crafting strong source-based essays.

• Each lesson steps teachers and students through expectations of the task, analysis of  
the prompt, and the steps of the writing process.

• Teachers model how to find and incorporate specific text evidence into writing, ensuring 
students are supported as they learn these critical skills.  

• At point of use in the Performance Task instructional pages, teachers can find specific 
Writing Workshop minilessons for deeper instruction and practice with the writing  
process and text features related to the writing mode.

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Pick any module and review  
the student myBook weekly source-based writing 
tasks and the performance task to see how they 
all support answering the Essential Question, are 
grounded in citing evidence and require students  
to demonstrate knowledge gained from the module.

WRITING

P
E

R
F

O
R

M
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E
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A
S

K

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Apply strategies for writing to a 
prompt.

• Use text evidence to give details 
about a topic.

• Use knowledge of structural features 
of expository writing to draft, revise, 
and edit.

• Use elaboration to give more 
information about a topic.

• Language Use descriptive language 
to help the reader create a picture in 
their mind.

MATERIALS Online

Teaching Pal Book 2, pp. 70–74

myBook Book 2, pp. 70–74

INSTRUCTIONAL VOCABULARY

• detail a fact or idea that supports or 
tells more about a central or main 
idea

• elaboration the process of 
developing and strengthening an 
idea with evidence and details; or, 
the evidence and details added to 
writing

• evidence clues or details in the text 
that support an answer or idea

• expository something that informs 
and explains

 Step 1  Discuss Performance Task Writing

• Review with students that performance tasks are a type of writing that asks

them to synthesize multiple texts and use text evidence to support their ideas.

• Performance tasks are often timed and require careful time management to

allow for reading or rereading selections, planning a response, writing the

response, and revising and editing the response.

 Step 2  Analyze the Prompt

• Read aloud the prompt on myBook page 70 as students follow along.

 » Think about what you learned about natural wonders in this module. How would 

you describe each one? What makes these natural wonders exciting and unique? 

Use evidence from the texts in this module to write an expository essay about 

what makes Earth’s natural wonders exciting and unique. Use some of the 

vocabulary words from the module in your writing.

• Have students explain the prompt in their own words. Then discuss the

following questions.

 » What kind of writing is the prompt asking for? (expository essay)

 » What does the prompt ask you to write about? (what makes Earth’s natural

wonders exciting and unique)

 » How will you use evidence from the selections in your expository essay?

(to explain why each natural feature is exciting and unique)

 Step 3  Prewrite

• Prompt students to use the sentence frames on myBook page 71 to jot down

ideas for their expository essays.

 » Ask guiding questions such as: What natural wonders did you read about? Why 

would a natural wonder stand out as unique? Which three natural wonders did 

you think were the most exciting? Why?

• As students complete the prewriting sentences frames, ask them why they

chose each one. Remind them that they should list what makes each natural

wonder special.

Performance Task: Expository Essay

LESSON

15

Writing Workshop For deeper instruction and practice with the 
writing process and text features of expository essays, use the 

following Writing Workshop Teacher’s Guide pages. 

• Prewriting: Identifying Details, p. W24

• Prewriting: Organizing Ideas, p. W78

• Drafting: Integrating Descriptive Language, p. W27

• Revising: Connecting Ideas, p. W82

• Revising: Varying Sentence Length, p. W171

TARGETED GRAMMAR SUPPORT You may want to consult the 
following grammar minilessons to review key editing topics.

• Compound Subject and Predicates, p. W217

• Using Pronouns, p. W249

• Main Verbs and Helping Verbs, p. W267

• Irregular Verbs, p. W286

• Adverbs of Frequency and Intensity, p. W302

WRITING WORKSHOP TEACHER’S GUIDE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STANDARDS ELA.K12.EE.1.1 Cite evidence to explain and justify reasoning; ELA.K12.EE.5.1 Use the accepted rules 
governing a specific format to create quality work; ELA.K12.EE.6.1 Use appropriate voice and tone when speaking or writing; ELA.4.C.1.1 
Demonstrate legible cursive writing skills; ELA.4.C.1.4 Write expository texts about a topic, using multiple sources, elaboration, and an organizational 

T380 Module 6 • Lesson 15T380
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PERFORMANCE TASK

• Model finding specific text evidence that illustrates why a 

natural feature is exciting and unique.

 » In Mariana Trench, paragraph 13 says that while 12 people 

have been on the moon, only two people have visited the 

Mariana Trench. No one has ever truly explored the Mariana 

Trench, and more people have been on the moon than in the 

Mariana Trench. Discuss how this lack of exploration makes 

the Mariana Trench seem mysterious, exciting, and unique.

 » In Weird and Wondrous Rocks, paragraph 8 reads “At first you 

might think you are on another planet.” The caverns of Sonora 

look like they can’t possibly be on Earth and are full of 

formations that look like teeth, drinking straws, and wings.  

Ask students to discuss why it would be exciting to visit a 

place that feels like it belongs on another planet.

 Step 4  Draft

• Prompt students to use the Draft organizer on myBook  

page 72. Point out that students should include a beginning 

that introduces the topic, middle paragraphs that describe 

several natural wonders and explain what makes them 

exciting and unique, and an ending that summarizes  

their ideas.

• Model ways to incorporate text evidence into an expository 

essay. For example: A writer may include “In the poem ‘The Great 

Barrier Reef’, the author says that the reef is sixteen hundred miles 

long and visible by astronauts in space. Not many things are 

visible from space, so this makes the Great Barrier Reef very 

unique. It is huge!”

• Circulate the room as students work to draft their expository 

essays. As students look for text evidence for their own drafts, 

encourage them to highlight or underline in their myBooks 

text they may use in their writing. Remind students that they 

need to manage their time as they look for evidence and draft 

their expository essays.

 Step 5  Revise and Edit

• Guide students to use the checklist on myBook page 73 to 

revise and edit their essays. If students can answer yes for a 

checklist question, they can move on. If they cannot, 

encourage students to think about how they might improve 

their writing.

• Have students read through their writing, focusing on how 

well their expository essays answer the prompt.

• Remind students that an important part of revising is 

elaboration, or adding ideas to support the main idea of the 

essay. Have students look for instances where they might 

elaborate further on ideas in their essays to give more detail 
about their topic.

• Prompt students to edit their writing, looking at spelling, 

punctuation, capitalization, and sentence structure.

 Step 6  Publish and Reflect

• Have students prepare final drafts of their essays by 

keyboarding or handwriting in fluent and legible cursive. Tell 

students they will know their writing is legible if they or their 

peers can read the text fluently. 

• As a class or in small groups, have students share their 

performance task essays and provide feedback to peers. Lead 

a discussion about the Essential Question and what students 

learned about the topics in the module.

• As a class, discuss goals students might set for their next 

performance tasks.

ENGLISH LEARNER SUPPORT:  
Using Vocabulary Words in Writing

ALL LEVELS To assist students in including the module vocabulary 
words in their writing, provide a list of words, definitions, and the 
selection in which the words appear. Have students refer to the list 
and look for places where they can elaborate on their ideas or 
create a picture in readers’ minds using the vocabulary words. Ask:

• Is there a vocabulary word you could use to describe this natural 
wonder?

• Do you think using a vocabulary word would be helpful here?

(continued) structure with transitions; ELA.4.C.1.5 Improve writing by planning, revising, and editing, with guidance and support from adults and 
feedback from peers; ELA.4.C.3.1 Follow the rules of standard English grammar, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling appropriate to grade level.

T381T381Writing
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Performance 
Task

Be sure your expository essay

�� provides an introduction that states the topic clearly.

�� supports each central idea with facts, details, and 

examples from the texts.

�� groups related information into paragraphs.

�� uses transition words and phrases, such as also, in 

addition, but, and however.

�� has a conclusion that sums up the information.

Essential Question

What makes Earth’s natural wonders 
exciting and unique?

Write an Expository Essay
PROMPT Think about what you learned about natural wonders in this module. 

How would you describe each one? What makes these natural wonders exciting 

and unique? Use evidence from the texts in this module to write an expository 

essay about what makes Earth’s natural wonders exciting and unique. Use some 

of the vocabulary words from the module in your writing.

70
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Teacher’s Guide, Grade 4, Module 6

myBook, Grade 4, Module 6, page 70
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Grounded in the latest research, Into Reading delivers meaningful scaffolds  
in whole-class instruction, teacher-led small group lessons, and a variety of  
independent practice activities to meet a wide range of learners.  

• Scaffolded supports for every lesson, both in whole-group and small-group instruction

• Dedicated daily English Language Development lessons to build language functions  
to support communication

• Multiple teacher-led, small-group instructional options support tailoring instruction  
to need–reading skill, guided reading, foundational skills, intervention

• Personalized independent practice for all learners with Waggle including built  
in supports for English learners

Into Reading is differentiated by design, providing the data insights, instructional  
supports, and resources needed to tailor instruction to student need.  
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SHARED READINGLESSON

3
Create Mental Images

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Identify the features of fantasy.

• Create mental images to deepen 
understanding of a text.

• Language Discuss how the author 
uses describing words and phrases to 
help the reader create mental images.

• Use complete sentences to explain 
thoughts, ideas, and feelings clearly, 
and take turns speaking.

MATERIALS Online

Anchor Chart 3 Create 
Mental Images

Printable Anchor 
Chart 3: Create  
Mental Images

Teaching Pal Book 4,  
pp. 82–109

myBook Interrupting 
Chicken, Book 4,  
pp. 82–109

INSTRUCTIONAL VOCABULARY

• mental image a picture you make in 
your mind

• describing word a word that tells 
how something looks, tastes, feels, 
sounds, or smells

ANCHOR CHART 3: Create  
Mental Images

 Step 1  Connect and Teach

• Remind children that as they read, they 

should create a mental image of what 

they are reading. 

• Project or display Anchor Chart 3: 
Create Mental Images.

• Explain that when you create a mental 

image, you use the words and phrases 

in the text to make a picture in your 

mind about something that is 

happening in the story.

• Point out that readers can look for 

describing words, or adjectives, in 

phrases or sentences in the text to help 

them form a mental image. Mental 

images may include pictures, sounds, 

tastes, and smells.

• Tell children that creating mental 

images can help readers remember 

what happens in a text and what  

changes as they read. It can also help 

readers keep their mind on a book as they read. 

SUPPORTING ALL LEARNERS

ACCESS

IF children have difficulty creating mental images, THEN focus on one story element, such as the setting. 

Say: Point to the words that describe the setting. Which words describe what you see, hear, smell, or feel? 

Guide children to write down the words and draw a picture.

IF children have difficulty creating mental images of an idea or scene, THEN have them circle the sensory 

words and details. Ask: How do the words you’ve circled show a picture? Guide children to close their eyes 

and picture the ideas as you ask specific questions about the details they circled.

CHALLENGE

IF children are ready for a challenge, THEN have them choose a scene from the text, list the sensory 

details, and explain how they help children better understand the text.

by David Ezra Stein

Yes. Now, please 

don’t interrupt 

the story!

This book is called 

Interrupting Chicken, 

right, Papa?
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Create Mental Images
When you create mental images, you make pictures
in your mind to help you remember what you read.

Words from
the Text

• soccer game
• sunny
• ball

sounds
pictures

tastes

smells

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STANDARDS ELA.K12.EE.1.1 Cite evidence to explain and justify reasoning; ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and comprehend 
grade-level complex texts proficiently; ELA.K12.EE.3.1 Make inferences to support comprehension; ELA.K12.EE.4.1 Use appropriate collaborative 
techniques and active listening skills when engaging in discussions in a variety of situations; ELA.1.R.1.1 Identify and describe the main story 
elements in a story; ELA.1.R.3.1 Identify and explain descriptive words and phrases in text(s).Module 8 • Lesson 3T234
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Options for Differentiation
As the class engages in independent and collaborative 

work, meet with small groups based on children’s needs.

REINFORCE FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS Use the Start 
Right Readers to practice and reinforce decoding and 

other foundational skills.

DIFFERENTIATE READING SKILL  

Use Tabletop Minilessons: 
Reading 3 to reinforce Create 
Mental Images with Interrupting 

Chicken or another text. Use the 

Almost There    Ready for 
More ideas to provide tailored 

support.

GUIDED READING GROUPS For children with strong 

decoding skills, provide additional reading practice with 

the Rigby Leveled Library and Take & Teach Lessons.

Independent and Collaborative Work
INDEPENDENT READING 

LITERACY CENTERS See pp. T202–T203.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS PRACTICE  

Know It, Show It, p. 210: Long o

Intervention
For intervention, refer to the Read and Respond Journal, 

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading, and Foundational 
Skills and Word Study Studio.

SMALL-GROUP INSTRUCTION Step 2  Apply to Text
In your Teaching Pal, pages 82–109, use the blue READ 
FOR UNDERSTANDING prompts to read Interrupting 

Chicken with children as they follow along and annotate in their 

myBook.

Guide children to read the story all the way through. Pause 

occasionally, using the prompts in your Teaching Pal to gauge 

children’s understanding and to have them create mental 

images. Have children name the describing words, or adjectives, 

and phrases from the text that helped them create mental 

images and explain how each helped them imagine pictures, 

sounds, tastes, or smells. Have them refer back to the Anchor 

Chart, as needed.

NoteNotice && Use the red prompts in your Teaching Pal to 

support students in using the Notice & Note Signpost: Words 
of the Wiser.

 Step 3  Engage and Respond

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Speaking & Listening

• Use the TURN AND TALK routine with the questions on 

Teaching Pal and myBook page 109. Have children point out 

describing words and phrases and explain how they helped 

them create mental images.

• Read the Talking Tip. Remind children to follow agreed-upon 

rules for discussion, such as speaking one at a time. Tell 

children to use the sentence frame to help them explain their 

thoughts, ideas, and feelings clearly to their partners, using 

complete sentences.

Tabletop Minilessons: English 
Language Development

ENGLISH LEARNER SUPPORT: Facilitate Discussion

As children discuss the genre information, use the following supports:

Ask questions such as: Could a dog fly in a fantasy story? Could a dog fly in 
a realistic story?

Supply frames such as: A dog in a fantasy/realistic story could      . 

Have partners discuss the different kinds of things that could happen in 
realistic stories and fantasy stories.

For small-group instruction focused on 

English language development, use 

Tabletop Minilessons: English Language 

Development 22.2 (Reading) to introduce 

and practice the language function Solve 

Problems.

READING

Solve Problems

Marco peeked through a 
crack in the fence. His ball 
was lying in the neighbor’s 
yard. His friend Janet had 
bounced it too high again!
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SHARED READINGLESSON

3
Create Mental Images

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Identify the features of fantasy.

• Create mental images to deepen 
understanding of a text.

• Language Discuss how the author 
uses describing words and phrases to 
help the reader create mental images.

• Use complete sentences to explain 
thoughts, ideas, and feelings clearly, 
and take turns speaking.

MATERIALS Online

Anchor Chart 3 Create 
Mental Images

Printable Anchor 
Chart 3: Create  
Mental Images

Teaching Pal Book 4,  
pp. 82–109

myBook Interrupting 
Chicken, Book 4,  
pp. 82–109

INSTRUCTIONAL VOCABULARY

• mental image a picture you make in 
your mind

• describing word a word that tells 
how something looks, tastes, feels, 
sounds, or smells

ANCHOR CHART 3: Create  
Mental Images

 Step 1  Connect and Teach

• Remind children that as they read, they 

should create a mental image of what 

they are reading. 

• Project or display Anchor Chart 3: 
Create Mental Images.

• Explain that when you create a mental 

image, you use the words and phrases 

in the text to make a picture in your 

mind about something that is 

happening in the story.

• Point out that readers can look for 

describing words, or adjectives, in 

phrases or sentences in the text to help 

them form a mental image. Mental 

images may include pictures, sounds, 

tastes, and smells.

• Tell children that creating mental 

images can help readers remember 

what happens in a text and what  

changes as they read. It can also help 

readers keep their mind on a book as they read. 

SUPPORTING ALL LEARNERS

ACCESS

IF children have difficulty creating mental images, THEN focus on one story element, such as the setting. 

Say: Point to the words that describe the setting. Which words describe what you see, hear, smell, or feel? 

Guide children to write down the words and draw a picture.

IF children have difficulty creating mental images of an idea or scene, THEN have them circle the sensory 

words and details. Ask: How do the words you’ve circled show a picture? Guide children to close their eyes 

and picture the ideas as you ask specific questions about the details they circled.

CHALLENGE

IF children are ready for a challenge, THEN have them choose a scene from the text, list the sensory 

details, and explain how they help children better understand the text.

by David Ezra Stein

Yes. Now, please 

don’t interrupt 

the story!

This book is called 

Interrupting Chicken, 

right, Papa?
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Create Mental Images
When you create mental images, you make pictures
in your mind to help you remember what you read.

Words from
the Text

• soccer game
• sunny
• ball

sounds
pictures

tastes

smells

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STANDARDS ELA.K12.EE.1.1 Cite evidence to explain and justify reasoning; ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and comprehend 
grade-level complex texts proficiently; ELA.K12.EE.3.1 Make inferences to support comprehension; ELA.K12.EE.4.1 Use appropriate collaborative 
techniques and active listening skills when engaging in discussions in a variety of situations; ELA.1.R.1.1 Identify and describe the main story 
elements in a story; ELA.1.R.3.1 Identify and explain descriptive words and phrases in text(s).Module 8 • Lesson 3T234
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Options for Differentiation
As the class engages in independent and collaborative 

work, meet with small groups based on children’s needs.

REINFORCE FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS Use the Start 
Right Readers to practice and reinforce decoding and 

other foundational skills.

DIFFERENTIATE READING SKILL  

Use Tabletop Minilessons: 
Reading 3 to reinforce Create 
Mental Images with Interrupting 

Chicken or another text. Use the 

Almost There    Ready for 
More ideas to provide tailored 

support.

GUIDED READING GROUPS For children with strong 

decoding skills, provide additional reading practice with 

the Rigby Leveled Library and Take & Teach Lessons.

Independent and Collaborative Work
INDEPENDENT READING 

LITERACY CENTERS See pp. T202–T203.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS PRACTICE  

Know It, Show It, p. 210: Long o

Intervention
For intervention, refer to the Read and Respond Journal, 

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading, and Foundational 
Skills and Word Study Studio.

SMALL-GROUP INSTRUCTION Step 2  Apply to Text
In your Teaching Pal, pages 82–109, use the blue READ 
FOR UNDERSTANDING prompts to read Interrupting 

Chicken with children as they follow along and annotate in their 

myBook.

Guide children to read the story all the way through. Pause 

occasionally, using the prompts in your Teaching Pal to gauge 

children’s understanding and to have them create mental 

images. Have children name the describing words, or adjectives, 

and phrases from the text that helped them create mental 

images and explain how each helped them imagine pictures, 

sounds, tastes, or smells. Have them refer back to the Anchor 

Chart, as needed.

NoteNotice && Use the red prompts in your Teaching Pal to 

support students in using the Notice & Note Signpost: Words 
of the Wiser.

 Step 3  Engage and Respond

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Speaking & Listening

• Use the TURN AND TALK routine with the questions on 

Teaching Pal and myBook page 109. Have children point out 

describing words and phrases and explain how they helped 

them create mental images.

• Read the Talking Tip. Remind children to follow agreed-upon 

rules for discussion, such as speaking one at a time. Tell 

children to use the sentence frame to help them explain their 

thoughts, ideas, and feelings clearly to their partners, using 

complete sentences.

Tabletop Minilessons: English 
Language Development

ENGLISH LEARNER SUPPORT: Facilitate Discussion

As children discuss the genre information, use the following supports:

Ask questions such as: Could a dog fly in a fantasy story? Could a dog fly in 
a realistic story?

Supply frames such as: A dog in a fantasy/realistic story could      . 

Have partners discuss the different kinds of things that could happen in 
realistic stories and fantasy stories.

For small-group instruction focused on 

English language development, use 

Tabletop Minilessons: English Language 

Development 22.2 (Reading) to introduce 

and practice the language function Solve 

Problems.

READING

Solve Problems

Marco peeked through a 
crack in the fence. His ball 
was lying in the neighbor’s 
yard. His friend Janet had 
bounced it too high again!
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SHARED READINGLESSON

3
Create Mental Images

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Identify the features of fantasy.

• Create mental images to deepen 
understanding of a text.

• Language Discuss how the author 
uses describing words and phrases to 
help the reader create mental images.

• Use complete sentences to explain 
thoughts, ideas, and feelings clearly, 
and take turns speaking.

MATERIALS Online

Anchor Chart 3 Create 
Mental Images

Printable Anchor 
Chart 3: Create  
Mental Images

Teaching Pal Book 4,  
pp. 82–109

myBook Interrupting 
Chicken, Book 4,  
pp. 82–109

INSTRUCTIONAL VOCABULARY

• mental image a picture you make in 
your mind

• describing word a word that tells 
how something looks, tastes, feels, 
sounds, or smells

ANCHOR CHART 3: Create  
Mental Images

 Step 1  Connect and Teach

• Remind children that as they read, they 

should create a mental image of what 

they are reading. 

• Project or display Anchor Chart 3: 
Create Mental Images.

• Explain that when you create a mental 

image, you use the words and phrases 

in the text to make a picture in your 

mind about something that is 

happening in the story.

• Point out that readers can look for 

describing words, or adjectives, in 

phrases or sentences in the text to help 

them form a mental image. Mental 

images may include pictures, sounds, 

tastes, and smells.

• Tell children that creating mental 

images can help readers remember 

what happens in a text and what  

changes as they read. It can also help 

readers keep their mind on a book as they read. 

SUPPORTING ALL LEARNERS

ACCESS

IF children have difficulty creating mental images, THEN focus on one story element, such as the setting. 

Say: Point to the words that describe the setting. Which words describe what you see, hear, smell, or feel? 

Guide children to write down the words and draw a picture.

IF children have difficulty creating mental images of an idea or scene, THEN have them circle the sensory 

words and details. Ask: How do the words you’ve circled show a picture? Guide children to close their eyes 

and picture the ideas as you ask specific questions about the details they circled.

CHALLENGE

IF children are ready for a challenge, THEN have them choose a scene from the text, list the sensory 

details, and explain how they help children better understand the text.

by David Ezra Stein

Yes. Now, please 

don’t interrupt 

the story!

This book is called 

Interrupting Chicken, 

right, Papa?
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Create Mental Images
When you create mental images, you make pictures
in your mind to help you remember what you read.

Words from
the Text

• soccer game
• sunny
• ball

sounds
pictures

tastes

smells

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STANDARDS ELA.K12.EE.1.1 Cite evidence to explain and justify reasoning; ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and comprehend 
grade-level complex texts proficiently; ELA.K12.EE.3.1 Make inferences to support comprehension; ELA.K12.EE.4.1 Use appropriate collaborative 
techniques and active listening skills when engaging in discussions in a variety of situations; ELA.1.R.1.1 Identify and describe the main story 
elements in a story; ELA.1.R.3.1 Identify and explain descriptive words and phrases in text(s).Module 8 • Lesson 3T234
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Options for Differentiation
As the class engages in independent and collaborative 

work, meet with small groups based on children’s needs.

REINFORCE FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS Use the Start 
Right Readers to practice and reinforce decoding and 

other foundational skills.

DIFFERENTIATE READING SKILL  

Use Tabletop Minilessons: 
Reading 3 to reinforce Create 
Mental Images with Interrupting 

Chicken or another text. Use the 

Almost There    Ready for 
More ideas to provide tailored 

support.

GUIDED READING GROUPS For children with strong 

decoding skills, provide additional reading practice with 

the Rigby Leveled Library and Take & Teach Lessons.

Independent and Collaborative Work
INDEPENDENT READING 

LITERACY CENTERS See pp. T202–T203.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS PRACTICE  

Know It, Show It, p. 210: Long o

Intervention
For intervention, refer to the Read and Respond Journal, 

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading, and Foundational 
Skills and Word Study Studio.

SMALL-GROUP INSTRUCTION Step 2  Apply to Text
In your Teaching Pal, pages 82–109, use the blue READ 
FOR UNDERSTANDING prompts to read Interrupting 

Chicken with children as they follow along and annotate in their 

myBook.

Guide children to read the story all the way through. Pause 

occasionally, using the prompts in your Teaching Pal to gauge 

children’s understanding and to have them create mental 

images. Have children name the describing words, or adjectives, 

and phrases from the text that helped them create mental 

images and explain how each helped them imagine pictures, 

sounds, tastes, or smells. Have them refer back to the Anchor 

Chart, as needed.

NoteNotice && Use the red prompts in your Teaching Pal to 

support students in using the Notice & Note Signpost: Words 
of the Wiser.

 Step 3  Engage and Respond

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Speaking & Listening

• Use the TURN AND TALK routine with the questions on 

Teaching Pal and myBook page 109. Have children point out 

describing words and phrases and explain how they helped 

them create mental images.

• Read the Talking Tip. Remind children to follow agreed-upon 

rules for discussion, such as speaking one at a time. Tell 

children to use the sentence frame to help them explain their 

thoughts, ideas, and feelings clearly to their partners, using 

complete sentences.

Tabletop Minilessons: English 
Language Development

ENGLISH LEARNER SUPPORT: Facilitate Discussion

As children discuss the genre information, use the following supports:

Ask questions such as: Could a dog fly in a fantasy story? Could a dog fly in 
a realistic story?

Supply frames such as: A dog in a fantasy/realistic story could      . 

Have partners discuss the different kinds of things that could happen in 
realistic stories and fantasy stories.

For small-group instruction focused on 

English language development, use 

Tabletop Minilessons: English Language 

Development 22.2 (Reading) to introduce 

and practice the language function Solve 

Problems.

READING

Solve Problems

Marco peeked through a 
crack in the fence. His ball 
was lying in the neighbor’s 
yard. His friend Janet had 
bounced it too high again!
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Differentiated Support of All Learners

Teacher’s Guide, Grade 1, Module 8, Lesson 3



REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Look in the Teacher’s 
Guide at the reading strand lesson pages to 
see small group and independent options, 
or browse Differentiation and/or Intervention 
in the Resource section on Ed.  
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Supporting English Learners with daily dedicated English  
language development lessons in a small group

Differentiated Support of  
All Learners (continued)

Student View of Tabletop Minilesson:  
English Language Development 22.2, Grade 1

Teacher Support of Tabletop Minilesson:  
English Language Development 22.2, Grade 1


